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I was in a Chicago suburb working on a multiweek gig recently. My normal weekend sojourn
home was interrupted by huge winter weather, so I stayed in Chicago over the weekend. This
meant that I got bored rather quickly, and by Sunday was desperate enough to <gasp> read a
physical local newspaper </gasp>. From cover to cover. In the Home and Gardening section, I
ran across the following article:
Genetics Can Make Stressed Bulbs Change Color (Chicago Daily Herald, 2/27/2010,
http://www.dailyherald.com/story/?id=361636)
Q. My beautiful apricot colored tulips seem to be turning red after a few years in the
ground. Is there anything I can do to prevent the bulbs from changing color?
A It is important to understand that the original tulips, whose ancestral region is Turkey,
look nothing like the Dutch tulips that we are accustomed to growing. By combining
science and beauty, the Dutch bulb industry has created a spectacular range of hybrid
tulips available for gardeners. However, it comes with a price.
It is not unusual for hybrids, such as tulips, lilies, irises and daffodils, to turn a different
color, even after blooming its intended color for several years. Hybrids are bred to
produce a single generation with particular characteristics, such as color or size. Yet, the
same genetic nature of these characteristics that make them so unusual also makes
them more unstable. Consequently, the variegation that we see in most plants is only
"skin deep" and can be overcome by the plant's true characteristics such as color and
size. There are some preventive measures that can delay reverting colors. Blooms are
more likely to turn a different color when the plant is stressed, such as too warm a

growing environment, over fertilization, improper water or soil pH, or a toxic reaction to
an insecticide or other chemicals.
My first reaction was, “That’s great. One more useless piece of information. And I don’t even
garden. Anything else to read?” But then, after a day, I realized that I had discovered a
powerful metaphor that spoke to situations I’ve seen all too often when I engage clients on an
Agile Transformation project. They sometimes try to revert to form.
Teams undergoing an Agile transformation can act like tulips. We make them and their
organizations change in an Agile adoption, and bloom in the beautiful colors of better, faster,
and cheaper. But, stress them with the issues that surround change, and/or don’t dig deep
enough and affect true change in the expectations of the organizational chain, and sometimes
they will also revert to form. They start asking for a return to the days of yesteryear, where
good old BDUFs, project plans, requirements statements, specifications, and so on roamed the
plains and ruled their lives.
Why, you ask? Because, the old process was at least familiar. They knew what worked and
what didn’t. They adapted to the strangeness, and sometimes absurdities of old think and
knew where to pay attention and where to just let things fly. They could go to work on
autopilot. Now, they are being asked to figure it out! And make changes that they can’t be sure
will work at all, much less over time. So how do we keep our teams from reverting to type?
How do we keep those nice better, faster, and cheaper colors coming up consistently?
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So. In the next 3 slides, I will discuss a little about three clients I’ve worked with on multiweek
Agile adoptions recently - including the one where I was snowed in and found the inspiration for
this talk.
I’ll describe each client in a non-identifying way, some of what happened, and then introduce
what I’d like to term “Agile Adoption Smells” (with a wink and a nod of the head to Kent Beck
and Martin Fowler).
Here we go…
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Client A was “a nonpartisan legislative agency that provides bill drafting, computing, research,
publishing, and document distribution services” to a state legislature. The state has five letters
in it.
Before the client was engaged, I went to the account to be vetted. I found several teams of
hungry developers, testers, and subject matter experts who were already primed and ready to
go. We already agreed that the gig would include not just process training and coaching, but
would also include Agile (XP) engineering practices. I was grilled five ways against tomorrow as
to capabilities and attitudes, and started working there after a short contract negotiation.
There were two co-located teams that were assigned to the effort as a pilot to the organization.
The projects that the teams were to work on were real work, but out of the critical path of a “do
or die” project. I and a colleague (actually a good friend, who is present in these halls) each sort
of “owned” one of the teams, but we got familiar with both of them, so we could trade off
when necessary.
The team I worked with took to the Agile process with passion. In fact, the team was
attempting to “go Agile” even before I arrived. They were holding Scrum-like sessions each
morning already. When I attended one of these sessions on the first day, the team lead had
already done some reading and had everyone stand, sort of at attention, and the team lead
went around the room grilling each person on what they had accomplished the day before.
What was amusing was that this team lead knew that Scrums should be short. I think he may
have had his units wrong, though. Instead of a 15 minute session, he got a report from 5
developers in about a minute and a half. To his credit, he had also rearranged the working area
for the team to have commons and cave areas.

With a little Agile Process training and coaching, their Scrums were normalized.
The backlog of work that we started with was around 200 “stories” captured in a popular tool,
printed, and used as wall paper. We had to throw that away and start over with just a few epics
for a deep product backlog and many detailed user stories for release and iteration backlogs. At
first, the team was hesitant, but after a few weeks they got it and felt liberated from the
drudgery of constant administrivia of maintaining the original 200 story backlog.
The team got used to the 3M style project board, with sticky cards for stories and tasks. They
had real iteration planning sessions playing Planning Poker. They had real iteration demos and
retrospectives. They found happiness.
As we moved into the Agile Engineering Practices, we started with Acceptance Testing using
FitFitnesse. Wow, did they go for that! They had never heard of that before, and both the SMEs
and the developers loved it. Pretty soon they had organized their wiki around iterations, and
could test functionality at some level of user functionality rapidly and repeatably.
It didn’t take long to introduce Test Driven Development. This challenged the team, due to their
unfamiliarity with creating and coding to an interface to achieve Dependency Inversion, but the
concept held, and got better and better over time. It actually dovetailed with the .NET
framework they were also bringing in. Now we were unit testing. Not real TDD, especially at
first, but far better than the ad-hoc sort of code/integrate/test/groan cycles they were used to.
Once Continuous Integration was introduced, things really took off! TeamCity was used all over
the place. Every check-in was punctuated with TuxDroid sounds and movements. At times, the
place was almost a party environment. Except tons of work was done!
This client brought me back for additional training for more teams in the organization. The
client had its quirks, too. We had to replace the original Scrum Master after several iterations,
because he couldn’t stop being a project manager. Here’s an example. There was a time where
the legislature was in session. A bill in one of the legislature process systems had an issue with
rendering. After a short triage session, it was determined that the flaw was in an XML
transformation that was very unlikely to occur, especially after some instructions were released
to the floor to avoid the problem. Nevertheless, the Scrum Master ordered a halt to all
development and directed everyone to look through thousands of bills and amendments to try
and find a second example. He also ordered everyone to continue the death march he
established and work the weekend in his quest. When I brought up the issue to the Director of
Software Development over lunch, he wanted to go back to the office and fire the Scrum
Master! That director did have a temper! But I talked him into just finding a new role for the
guy so he could adjust to the process more slowly and outside of a critical role for the pilot’s
success. Our new Scrum Master (one of the original vetting team) was a perfect fit.

Given the size of the shop, the client felt that a centralized process office would be appropriate.
I spoke to the person running that office (who was instrumental in the initial team I worked
with) about some issues, such as having a centralized color coding for the acceptable use of 3M
sticky cards (something like green for epics, blue for stories, pink for tasks). We both agreed
that she was being a bit anal about this, and that it bordered on obsessive compulsive. She did
have her reasons, such as economy of scale when ordering supplies. Whatever. Basically, she
let the teams self organize and self govern (with minor exceptions, of course).
Over time, I’ve kept in contact with both the Scrum Master and the Director. They tell me that
the seeds of Agile that we sowed have spread, and now have flowered through the
development organization. Life could not be better.
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Client B was a manufacturer of consumer electronics, and produced embedded system location
based software devices.
I had performed an architectural review of their hardware, embedded software, and network
software, to evaluate the viability of their solutions for foreseeable location based software
solutions. One issue became immediately apparent - there were two teams that the company
had formed to do the one product.
The team that did the hardware and software was in one state, and the other team, who was
responsible for data, was in another state 1000 miles away. Furthermore, the basic customs
and culture of the teams were very different. The only times the teams had to interact was to
process the map data and burn CF cards to place the data on the field units. I was very
concerned about process, even during this architectural assessment, because the location based
software that they were talking about would require close coordination between the teams for
things like over the air updates and location based purchasing suggestions to the end users.
The hardware team had an extremely self organizing style, to the point where they made very
major hardware and software system decisions by themselves, with management forced to
“take it or leave it.” For example, they decided to change CPU hardware, modify their Linux
kernel to support their own devices with their own drivers, write their own graphics subsystem,
and so on. Very capable developers. And they knew it! I’ll never forget this hardware guy (who
had a distinct brother of Jerry Garcia look to him, which I really liked). He was really proud (as
he should have been) about this great hand wired and project boarded Linux based distributed
build system he built had running on his desk. While extremely very cool, and beyond all doubt

established his geek credentials, the project on his desk had little to do with the embedded
hardware and software for the product. He just enjoyed doing it. On company time.
The other team couldn’t have been more different. They had a distinct command and control
feel about their process. This all made sense once I discerned a hiring pattern present in just
about all their key spots. Almost without exception, they were all former military officers. It
actually explained a lot!
I remember interviewing this data guy who was proud of the fact that he demanded design
documents that had every detail in them before anything was done by his data team. Every
question I had about the process used to capture and cleanse data had an answer that had
more structured process than the last one.
I presented my findings to the company at the end of the architectural assessment. I was
approached several months later to come back and help with the software development
process (to go to an Agile process), as well as the Engineering Practices (here, we decided to
concentrate on Test Driven Development, Continuous Development, and Software
Craftsmanship). Included in the arrangement I made with the VP of Technology was the
concept of changing the way that projects worked their way through the system. What I called
the “Concept to Product” cycle. The VP was concerned that the company was floundering
when trying to get the best “bang for their development buck”. In other words, they didn’t have
a great grasp on the portfolio management aspects of an Agile organization.
Jumping ahead, the outcome here was mixed. The people associated with the hardware and
embedded software team took to Agile and the XP Practices with gusto. We had great
successes with the process related items. I gave a week of training at their site and had to take
a week off for some prearranged work. When I returned, the team was doing 3M project
boarded solutions and nice Scrums. They were engaging their Product Owner (located in the
other location) by video conference. Over the course of the engagement, they only got better.
By the end, I got feedback from some of the hardware managers with comments like “Before
you started, I couldn’t even get a guess from people on how long something might take. Now,
we get some rough ideas at first, and that refines itself as the project progresses. We can now
plan successfully.”
The data team’s progress was less than stellar, but palpable change did occur, and for the better.
Even simple things, such as using source control for making POI data information changes,
increased the quality of the end product and lessened waste.
However, the picture was far worse on the strategic planning portions of the company. A
change in the senior manager who was in charge of development occurred just a day or two
before I was to announce my initial architectural results. This new guy had good ideas, but was
very controlling. He was also quite secretive about plans when dealing with those beneath him,
and did not believe in the sort of “truth and transparency” that the Agile environment expects.
He put a set of Product Line Managers into place, but because none of these guys had any

experience with a PLM sort of role, they became de facto project managers, instead of true
Product Owners. They had no idea of how to form the business plans that they needed to feed
the company’s product pipeline with. Instead, that job was retained by the CEO, who had no
interest in changing anything that he did.
Needless to say, the efforts to have true Product Owners, with leadership starting with
Visioneering, Road Mapping, and Release Planning, simply didn’t happen. My best efforts to
have product identification through lightweight executive board presentations, portfolio
management reviews looking at cost estimates, earned value (either historical or projected),
and monetized risk all seemed like great jello mountains that I pushed painfully, getting
nowhere.
I still keep up with a couple of the people I worked with from that gig. Today, the company is
still enjoying increasing successes with team level Agile Iteration process, as well as Engineering
practices, but nothing has really changed at the higher levels of the company.
I did learn something along the way that helped me understand why I had the results that I did.
One of biggest reasons that I was brought in was a response to a trigger event that coincided
closely with the time that I was at the company performing my initial architectural review. A
product that the company was trying to bring to market was a year late. People all pointed
fingers at one another, blaming the CEO for late breaking, and high impact requirements
changes. And the CEO blamed the engineering team for gold plating their solutions and
resisting his authority to describe what was needed. In the end, this trigger event became
known as “fix engineering”. Even in the engagement retrospective, I never had the CEO really
get the idea that the real problem was larger than just the engineering team.
One final note. During the course of the gig, I realized that I could engage the CEO and some of
his direct reports better by speaking in terms of lean production issues and metrics. The CEO
was wicked smart, and understood concepts such as waste due to batching and the relationship
of queue length to delivery variability. But, in the end, because he was such a strong and
authoritarian command and controller, and was unwilling to change, the upper levels of the
company had no motivation or desire to change.
So, if I wanted to rate how successful this engagement was, it’s easy to say the development
teams had successes that continued. But the management team reverted to form immediately
when I walked out of the room. Was the engagement a successful Agile transformation?
Depends on what the meaning of the word “was” is. With all due respect to “Existential Willie”
(see http://www.slate.com/id/1000162/).
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Ah, yes. Client C. Here, I’m going to actually blend two clients together to make a composite,
because having any one alone might be too revealing. Both of the clients in this amalgam are in
the telecommunications field. I’ll also briefly mention one other client in this slide. Probably
the worst example of an Agile adoption that I’ve ever had the displeasure of being associated
with. Can’t help but share.
In terms of organization, client C is characterized by having large corporate cultures. They have
a heavy waterfall methodology in place. I was called in because the company was tired of
projects being late, over budget, and missing functionality, and they were looking to make a
change. Sounds good, right?
Actually, the reality was different.
The company had already invested in one of the premier and expensive Agile process
management tools available. They were using it when I arrived as a sort of project tracking tool.
Requirements were pasted into stories and hours were tracked against the stories. They felt
that they were already doing mostly Agile work, as the tool displayed the words “Software
Agility” from the very first login page!
Of course, there simply wasn’t time or budget for true training. We did two days, and had loads
of people listen in via video. I could see on my side of the video conference that these people
were simply sitting in their seats and doing other work. I’m sure that their engagement with the
class paid off big time!

I was told to matrix my time between several teams, and even told to take some weeks off, so
the contract dollars would stretch further. In fact, that’s where I noticed this “reverting to form
behavior” initially. I would leave for a week or two, after having established the Agile rhythms,
mindsets, and metrics. And I would come back and look around. So many times, they were
starting to do their waterfall process steps all over again!
Now, I have to admit. The Scrum Master for the first team was very flaky. She would get
stressed, and start to literally rant and rave about how stupid this process was, and how she was
just waiting for it to fail, so she could go back to her old established ways. I brought up this
issue to the management team that brought me in, and was told that if we replaced her, it
would negatively impact the team spirit and make everyone nervous about their jobs being
coupled to having this process work. I had two thoughts that I kept to myself. Thought one.
“Wow. I wonder if the monthly layoff announcements are affecting the mood around here,
too?” And thought two. “Wow. I wonder if we motivated people by just coming out and saying
that your continued employment here depends on your success in developing software better,
faster, and cheaper.” I mean, that’s what the layoffs (and the associated outsourcing) was really
all about, wasn’t it? Why not spell that out for people to see in black and white?
This company had another wonderful thing that they did to subvert the process. While the
project was officially exempted from the standard waterfall gated process that was the norm,
funding and staffing for the project wasn’t. In other words, if we wanted to actually produce
software for the product, we needed to comply with the standard waterfall process at the same
time as the Agile process we were trying at adopt. That does explain some of the Scrum
Master’s grumpiness, as I told here that wearing that unique Scrum Master hat also meant that
she had to do all of the dirty jobs.
She did get back at me. When left to plan things like releases, she and the Product Owner
would always start with the Scrummerfall method of having “an inception iteration, followed by
an elaboration iteration, followed by 4 development iterations, followed by a release iteration.
“There. Enough planning. Let’s get it into a project plan format and start tracking against it.”
So, I’d take deep cleansing breaths and help them put their features that they had to develop
into a story form. And split up stories that were temporally near into smaller user stories. And
find tasks. And lead them through estimation.
But that pattern of having me turn my back and have things reverting was just hard to get past
for me. I confronted the Scrum Master and her boss one day, along with someone from their
Project Management Office. What I came away with was that successful project managers at
the company spent years understanding what they could get away with from the process in
place. They knew what they needed to show to get permission to move forward. They
understood how meaningless the documents were (especially since no one ever read 90% of
them!) They were comfortable with their process. They just filled in forms, and life went on.
Sort of like the Pink Floyd’s “Comfortably Numb” song, including “There is no pain, you are
receding. A distant ship’s smoke on the water. You are only coming through in waves. Your lips
move, but I can’t hear what you’re saying.” All I could say is that if management was good

paying them to work in that way, and they were happy only getting to that level of self
actualization, who am I to say that they should change? They felt that they could run on
autopilot indefinitely. Even when I reminded them that no one other than the person who
signed the checks is too important to be outsourced, they just looked beyond.
Did they achieve anything? Well, there was visibility in the management chain of the issues and
the waste associated with their process. Examples of how their current process neither yielded
predictable results or enhanced product. They did see how early visibility of working software
was useful for discovering changed and/or more requirements, but they didn’t think that was a
good thing.
Oh. That other client C. I came in to do Agile process work, followed by Test Driven
Development work. The training classes were punctuated with people stopping me and saying
“You don’t understand how we work around here.” And “we’re already Agile, because we
bought this tool for keeping our Agile requirements on.” I patiently explained that maybe
higher management saw that some change would be a good thing, and that might be evidenced
by hiring me to train staff for a lot of money. When I tried to have the team do some iteration
planning, within 10 minutes, the team was back to using their crappy tool to cram requirements
into. I explained that the “stories” they were writing were simply cut and pastes from an open
Word document with requirements. I was told, “I’ll fix that in 15 minutes.” I was so worked up
that I left for 15 minutes. When I came back, I saw that the stories now had a preamble of “As a
user of the system I want” pasted into the first part of each requirement. I told them that I was
sure that would fix everything.
Our daily scrums were just as rewarding. Normally, a Scrum takes place around a project board,
and is a collaboration of the maybe 7 to 10 team members on planning today based on
yesterday’s progress, what we have left in the iteration, and what impediments we are facing.
The project manager, I mean Scrum Master, had their Scrum run by phone, even though most of
the team was in one building. There were over 60 people on the invite list. And the meeting
was basically a free for all with discussions ranging from debugging through product ideas all
fair game. The meeting was over when everyone ran out of steam and/or had more phone
meetings to attend. I drove the next Scrum to show everyone how to do it, and what it felt like.
I did a few of them. But every time I turned my back, and let the client run their own show, it
ran quickly off the rails, and we were back to dysfunctional business as usual.
It actually got better when I did training for Test Driven Development. By the end of the first
morning, the VP of Development called me aside, and said “All of my people know all of this
already. Can you wrap this up and start coaching them on their code?” I complied with her and
wrapped up the three day course after one day. What I suspected, and found out was that her
people could barely program in Java, much less understand things like Junit, what, and how to
refactor. They operated in a very complicated and over engineered SOA Federation based
solution for load balancing and security. They barely had one server running, and security was
only one of their backends against another collocated backend. The team was so overwhelmed

with getting anything working (most of the delivery team was already let go) that they simply
would not and could not even follow the examples I worked out for them in their code.
I approached the VP and the CIO and proposed that we end the engagement early, because my
presence was not making any difference other than bothering people. I was told “just teach
them TDD and everything will be alright.” I told them we did that, and I couldn’t, in good faith,
continue. We declared victory by announcing that things were now working well, and that the
remaining contract time would be saved for an unspecified future engagement. That never
occurred, It was a “Mission Accomplished” moment, but without the cool flight suit.
That VP contacted me recently. The company had wound down most operations. She was now
at another company, and asked if I might be interested in doing what I did before for her in this
new setting, because she really liked how I operated and got results. I could barely contain
myself when I explained that I really didn’t have the bandwidth now and referred her to another
source. Once burned – twice shy.
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As I started in with before, I will now present eight Agile adoption smells that I have gleaned
from my experiences that I have already described or will briefly present.
As with code smells, view each of these smells with a raised eyebrow. Each will deserve deeper
investigation, as there may be a good reason that makes it acceptable. But just like when I look
in the refrigerator and see cheese that is blue mold and coming apart. My first inclination is to
hold my nose and toss it. But my daughter has actually caught me doing this and said, “Dad.
That is very expensive Gorgonzola you are throwing out. It’s supposed to look like that!”
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To really get the benefit of an Agile coach for your team, the coach must be committed to the
project. Those of you who know me know how passionate I am about the evils of matrixing, so
don’t even get me started.
But the truth is that if you are being asked to coach many Agile teams at once, you will never
engage to the level that you need to be at. You have to be part of the daily grind. You have to
see issues as they arise, not just reflect on them in the comfort and safety of a meeting.
I’ve started a new treatment for big corporations that can’t commit individuals for an Agile
project. If I can only get people for 25% of the time, I’m starting to say, “Fine. Then let’s pick 2
hours a day and be a real team for those 2 hours. I don’t care what you do on the other hours,
but for 2 hours, we all work together as a team.”
Don’t allow the matrix to throw you a curve ball. Know the truth about the evils of being a
coach-lite and avoid it whenever possible.
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Wow. I now have several clients where I went in under false pretenses. I thought we were
transforming the organization. I found out that we were leaving the command and control
management structure intact, and merely cracking the whip on the delivery team.
You will find some amount of benefit if you just transform and coach the delivery team to be
more Agile. But you’ll never achieve more than a small modicum of the result that you could
get if you work with a realignment of everyone up and down the foodchain of software
development. Even the great and mighty XP Engineering practices are merely a complement to
Agility in an organization (in fact, they complements a non-Agile organization as well). I’m not
saying that changing process or practices alone, and only for the delivery team is a bad thing.
It’s just that it’s a small amount of the total solution!
And there is a hidden evil that comes out of this. Did you ever wonder why Daily Scrums are so
popular? Sure. They’re easy to do. And you don’t really need a lot of training to at least cargo
cult a Scrum. But why does management like them so much? My observation is that they love
a daily Scrum because it gives them the ability to micro manage a team! It’s exactly the same
thing that occurs when managers suddenly get worried because something is going wrong, or a
date is slipping. The first cry is “Let’s have a daily meeting to figure this out!”. When the
situation still don’t get better, it’s “Let’s have a morning meeting and then an afternoon meeting
until this is resolved.” Basically, a Scrum is something that people want (because they hear
good things about it), and something that management craves (because they get that daily
meeting for free – I’ve noticed how this smell is often correlated with the Scrum smell of
“talking chickens”)

Side note. If two meetings a day were to fix the problem, how about three? Maybe continuous
meetings can solve everything!
The truth is “I can report my status or I can change my status. But I can’t do both at the same
time.” I heard that once, but I don’t know who to credit for it.
But I can credit Uncle Bob Martin for a tweet at Agile 2010 that said, “Programmers started the
agile movement to get closer to customers, not project mangers”
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I don’t have to tell anyone here about the Agile Manifesto. “Individuals and interactions over
process and tools.”
So, how come every large corporate setting (and many small ones) either have already bought
some expensive Agile process management tools or are asking me for recommendations within
the first 10 minutes?
I guess the best way to understand that is to understand the human condition.
How many people in this room would not spend money to help your sick child get well from a
painful and life threatening disease, even in the face of poor odds of survival? How many
people in this room have spent money on exercise programs and health clubs to lose weight,
only to find that they didn’t deliver those wonderfully shaped bodies shown in the
advertisements? For that matter, how many of us have bought products that we don’t need or
didn’t even think that we wanted because of how a wonderful outcome was promised, if only
you part with some money now?
In other words, when we are desperate, we tend to disbelieve what we know to be true, and
throw money at a problem, hoping beyond hope that the claims being touted will come true.
Of course, here I’m speaking to the choir. And, to be honest, many people have at least heard
of or read the Agile Manifesto in the last 10 years. They just don’t know how to implement it,
and so are suckers for terms like “The fastest and easiest way to plan, track, and scale Agile…” or
“Cut Delivery Time in Half!”. Those last two quotes are from two of the best known and well
put together products in the market today.

And for those companies led by people that somehow haven’t heard anything other than the
word Agile and think, “Hey. Agile means moving quickly. I’d like 10 pounds of that!” Well,
people have been selling potions for many, many years.
We may wish for a cure to the paralysis that ails us, but just buying something and using it for
what you used to do before doesn’t make any sense. It’s sort of like my mother-in-law buying
an iPhone because it shows smart svelte young people using it. Nice idea. But then using it to
simply dial every phone number, and do nothing else with the phone. It sort of misses the
point.
So, when you see a company that really thinks that it will solve the Agile adoption problem by
just buying something, there’s something stinking in Denmark. The worst part is that they spent
a lot on the tool. That’s what you’re going to use now, like it or not. Me? I’d rather start an
Agile adoption the old fashioned way, find where a tool will help, and then find one that fits my
needs. Not the other way around.
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We’ve all seen them. People in positions of high management authority that sing the tune of
“We need Agile here, and we’re willing to make that happen!”
But then, something goes a little wrong. Maybe the adoption curve hits hard, and people get
nervous because they don’t have that big fictitious project plan to hide behind. Work seems
like it’s slowing down, and we start to have adopter’s remorse.
That’s when your basic passive aggressive managers will move into their manic phase. They will
start screaming about the sky falling, and that the only way to fix the situation is to circle the
wagons, and drive the maniacs touting this Agile madness out on a rail, and return to the rule of
law that made our company strong.
Rubbish.
Passive aggressive people simply can not form trust relationships. Trust and courage are an
integral part of the Agile process. Those passive aggressive command and controllers who are
biding their time to come out when things are tough usually have another endearing quality.
Many of those that I’ve known will either say, or agree with, something of the form, “I’ve seen
processes come, and I’ve seen them go. I can wait out this one, too!”
This is one of those smells that rears it’s ugly head when you least expect it, and are in the most
vulnerable of positions.
The only way to combat this stink is with a strong willingness on the part of management all the
way up and down the chain to support the Agile transformation. It helps if there are some

metrics that show progress. But it’s also one of those situations where you may want to act on
a very Agile principle of failing a losing project early. If you are going to be fighting the closet
command and controller, as well as fighting the issues related to the actual adoption coaching,
maybe it’s time to reconsider your position.
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The only thing worse than a bad software development process are two software development
processes.
I’ve seen way too many organizations, usually large corporate ones, that want to adopt the Agile
process, but are unwilling or unable to absolve the team from their waterfall obligations.
I normally like to tell Scrum Masters that part of their job is to handle all of the dirty jobs that
the team needs done, but are simply a waste of the delivery team’s time. For example, if the
Project Management Office needs a project scorecard, with pretty green, yellow, and red traffic
signs, then it’s their job to make that happen.
But some Scrum Masters simply won’t or are unable to do this. For example, if the team is
required to submit complete and detailed architectural plans, project plans detailed to a
task/resource/day, or other heavyweight and anti Agile documents before the project can start
or continue, the correct thing to do is to ask the powers that be for an exemption from the
other process. Organizations that are serious about adopting Agile might be hesitant to do so,
but ones that are completely unwilling to do so reek of a smell that will probably cause the
adoption effort to fail.
Maybe the organization that requires dual methodologies doesn’t even realize that they are
asking for just that. Maybe they think that Agile is some secret incantation, or mass hypnosis
that takes what you already do and makes it better. I am truly sorry that that sort of alchemy
doesn’t exist. It would make my job so much easier and make me rich and famous in the
process.

But the sad truth is that Agile is a software development process itself, with it’s own set of
artifacts and sessions that are used by a team to create software with. Asking them to use that
process, yet pay alms to an earlier deity is simply wasteful.
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I do firmly believe that the very first thing you do in an Agile adoption sets the tone for what the
adoption is all about. For me, that usually occurs when we do a “go around the table and
introduce yourself.” Instead of the normal sort of name, rank, and serial number, what I
normally say is “Tell me your name and your role with the team. Don’t read me your fancy title
on your business card. Tell me what you do, like write software or whatever.” Most of the time,
people can’t follow those simple instructions, and end up telling me of how they are “The
Technical Liaison to the Architectural Office of the Business Solutions Unit Representing
Customer Interaction Models”. Or something equally ambiguous, meaningless, and unhappily,
unnecessary.
As everyone here knows, we have four and only four roles on an Agile team. When I explain
that something like the “The Technical Liaison to the Architectural Office of the Business
Solutions Unit Representing Customer Interaction Models” role just isn’t present on an Agile
team, so many times, I’m told that “in this company, we’re different, and we need that person
on the team with their role and title preserved. Because we’ll upset the way we work around
here, and that will make everyone uncomfortable and unproductive. What else can we do?”
One great answer, that I’ve never said word for word is “Maybe we’ve identified a person that
isn’t needed to produce software with.” That’s the truth. There may be many reasons that
person is employed by the organization and paid the amount commensurate with their cool
sounding title, but we simply can’t allow this lack of even trying to become Agile to stand in the
way of progress.
I’ll normally patiently explain the difference between a role and a title, and how we don’t even
like to distinguish titles in an Agile team, and how the team leaders will naturally emerge from

mutual respect of ability. But saying if we make a change in the way we do things, then, well,
the change may upset some people, and, well, we can’t afford to upset anyone, right? So, let’s
just say that we’re Agile and call it a day. I’m afraid that sometimes, you really do have to break
a few eggs if you want to make an omelet.
Funny story. Even in the very successful Client A that I discussed before, they had a real
problem with calling chickens “chickens”. I explained the way that the term was popularized by
Ken Schwaber in his 2001 book. I also explained that the term is meant to be a mild reminder
that the only artifact that every successful software project needs to produce is the software,
not the documentation that many chickens work from or require. The client was adamant that
the use of the term chicken was offensive to some, and that we needed to find another way to
bring everyone into the Agile tent. We decided to use some other less confrontational term for
a while (I think it was observer). And things turned out fine. But that’s the way with smells,
right? It’s a sign of potential trouble, not a failure of the “Check Engine” light variety. Oh yeah.
Everyone understood what the word chicken meant, and in the end, the whole incident was just
a case of overblown political correctness.
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The world is an imperfect place. And software development in an imperfect art form. So, what
do I mean by this smell, and how do we cope?
This usually occurs when you first step into an organization and someone in charge says to you
“OK. We’re supposed to adopt the Agile methodology. What exactly are the process steps and
gates and exactly what documents do you want from us?”
There’s a lot of emotional charge going on in that sort of organization. Obviously, they’ve had
other processes imposed on them, and they are feeling “Here we go again.” I also sense that
they have no control over their process. It’s all comply or die.
When you explain that Agile is more of a meta-process than a process itself, and that feedback
loops implementing continuous improvement are key to the process, they usually yawn. When
you tell them that they are supposed to be self-organizing and self-governing, you are met with
resignation to impending doom and bouts of helplessness.
What’s a coach to do?
One thing to try is to gently tugging on Eeyore’s leash a little. These sorts of people learn better
by having them follow an example, rather than by figuring it out by themselves. You may need
to write their stories. You may need to play Planning Poker with them. You may need to be a
Scrum Master for a few days.
But you have to be super careful. Here’s why.

Question. Does everyone here know of the term “cargo culting?” [If necessary, or if in doubt…]
During World War II, the islands of Melanesia (in the South Pacific), served as a staging area for
the allied military. Supply bases and air strips were built to stockpile the massive amount of
materiel required to keep the allied armies supplied. The local natives observed everything that
the military forces were doing, taking particular notice of the cargo that arrived with each
incoming flight. The natives had little or no knowledge of the civilized world from which this
cargo originated, so they incorrectly associated the actions of the foreigners (men marching,
flags flying, ground crews operating the airfield and control tower) with obtaining the cargo.
After the war ended the allied troops left the islands. Naturally, the cargo also disappeared
along with them. There were no more shipments of cargo and the incredible riches it
represented, and the natives desperately wanted to bring the cargo back. In the natives’ eyes,
the cargo had divine origins just like everything else in the world. What then, was the secret of
how to obtain it?
The natives assumed that to make the cargo return they needed to duplicate the actions of the
foreigners. After all, the soldiers were very successful in obtaining cargo! In the mistaken belief
that the foreigners' actions were a kind of religious ritual, the island natives built dirt runways,
bamboo control towers, offices and planes, sewed crude uniforms, and even crafted wooden
headsets. Then they set about imitating the activities they had observed the allied military
personnel performing, all in an effort to entice the cargo deliveries to return.
To this day, South Pacific villagers worship a mysterious American they call John Frum, believing
that he'll return one day and shower their remote island with riches. February 15 is John Frum
Day on the remote island of Tanna in the South Pacific nation of Vanuatu. On this holiest of
days, cargo cult devotees descend on the village of Lamakara from all over the island to honor a
ghostly American messiah, John Frum.
Unhappily, many organizations practice Agile in a similar fashion to natives in Tanna. They have
big checklists of “Agile things that should be done.” They want to learn TDD, or at least learn
how to spell it. They know that Scrums are Agile, and that Scrums are done standing up, with a
person going around asking “What did you do yesterday, what are you going to do today, and do
you have any impediments?”
But just doing a bunch of ritualized Agile processes and practices will not, in the end, make you
any more successful in transforming your organization than the cargo cultists in Tanna hoping
for treasure from the sky. It’s not a matter of making things perfect like the books. It’s a matter
of finding what process works in the organizations, and then allowing them to bend the Agile
rules enough to make it fit for them without snapping. That way, when you leave, the process
doesn’t just fall to the floor.
We must understand why we do what we do. We must trust in the healing power of the
retrospective. We have to try and subscribe to the Nietzshe’ism that “What does not kill him

makes him stronger.” So, give the fledging team a drink from the fountain of Agile, but don’t
expect them to partake fully for quite a while. Solve problems like non-collocated teams for
them with an initial guess, and not just allow them to throw up their hands and say “our
situation is hopeless, so why even bother trying?”
Even Disneyland has bathrooms, and sometimes even the “Happiest Place on Earth” doesn’t
smell, well, perfect.
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I saved my favorite smell for last.
environments.

Seen all too often in large corporate process-heavy

For some, or all, of the smells that I just discussed, companies sometimes try to weasel out of
Agile adoption by voicing the position that “we do most everything that you’re telling us to do
already. Let’s add a daily status call, and declare victory for the new process! Queue the
‘congrats – way to go team’ eMails!”
Suddenly, it feels like you’ve put on virtual reality distortion glasses. Sure, there are iterations.
An iteration with a theme called “inception”. The two that follow are themed “elaboration.”
Then 5 or 6 “development” iterations. Then maybe 2 iterations of “deployment.” Good
morning, Mr. Scrummerfall! How are you today?”
Maybe they got this notion they adopted Agile when they opened that big expensive box of
Agile and poured out the process by using it to post requirements. Maybe they feel that putting
the word “Scrum” on the meeting invite for the daily status call makes all the difference. Maybe
they think that Agile means never having to say that you’re sorry for not doing the analysis and
producing the design documents that their prior “process” mandated.
Whatever the reason, the result is the same. We are accomplishing nothing. At some point,
when you realize that resistance is futile, you must consider how you will approach this.
I’ve been overwhelmed by this particular smell way too often. Look at my clients for this talk. I
classified most of them as not true successes.

But I’ve always acted responsibly. I like to have an engagement retrospective, and go over what
worked well, and what still was resistant to changes that trend Agile. I always have stood
steadfast and not just nodded my head and say “Ohhhh. Now that’s some fine work you’ve
done there, with that cool looking meeting notice. Wow. I never considered how easy it is for
project managers to be Scrum Masters to 5 different Agile teams at once, because, they only
need about 20 minutes a day to update each project. Good job!”
Instead, I feel that you have to try. You have to suggest innovative things. For example, I’ve
been toying with what I think is a fairly untried formula to combat matrixed organizations. If
you can’t create a team and commit them to a project, let’s synchronize everyone for some
amount of time each day, even if that is only 2 or 3 hours a day, and all work together as a team.
Product owner, Scrum Master, and Delivery Team all works the same hours. Not co-located?
Open up the video line. Don’t buy that expensive process management tool. Use a project
board, and keep a webcam on it. Etc.” Be innovative. Keep trying.
When you go on a diet, you don’t lose those 30 pounds that you put on over the course of years
in a matter of a few easy days. It takes time, and it takes some real, and sometimes painful,
change. But saying that you are now on a new diet and claiming that the weight problem is
over, especially if you don’t change any eating and exercise habits, is just wishful thinking.
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To keep things sticking, you’re going to need some traction.
When I went through the smells, I interspersed the smell with some ideas I’ve tried to dissipate
the odor.
So now, it’s time for Jeopardy, so you can start from solutions and apply them to problems that
you may encounter.
Bear in mind that the problems to solutions relationship is not simply reflexive. There are
solutions here for problems that I didn’t necessarily talk about yet.
But no matter. I want you to put your thinking caps on, and look at these ideas to help make
Agile stick.
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Most Agile adoptions have upper management casting a wary eye when it comes to proposing
such wild ideas as self-organizing teams, with servant leaders, and so on. They like the idea
conjured up when thinking of Agile in the context of the meaning of the word, as in QUICK. But
once they know more, they starting thinking “Hey. There’s a catch or two that I’m not crazy
about…”
And, of course, for Agile to survive in a business , especially a larger business, you are going to
need the support of management all the way up the food chain to make it all work.
Exactly how do you do that? Try couching your message less in terms of technology, and more
in terms of increased business value.
For me, there’s just one small catch with that approach. You either have to be a salesman and
forget the fact that there is precious little peer reviewed sort of research that bolsters your
opinion, or you have to preach on the corporate values that are important.
Let’s consider the “give ‘em statistics until they’re blue in the face, because they won’t have
anything to fight back with” approach. You’re likely to have to quote sources of opinion like
Forrester, which, in my mind, is a bit dubious (many times, their studies are funded by exactly
the same vendors whose products are shown to excel – that’s weird, don’t you think?) There
are other sources. I would suggest you search for statistics with books like “The Concise
Executive Guide to Agile (IEEE CS Press ReadyNotes) ” (available at the IEEE Computer Society
Store at
http://www.computer.org/portal/web/store?product_id=RN0000008&category_id=ReadyNotes

, as well as in Kindle format at Amazon). You should also read things from people like Scott
Ambler (especially at http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/proof.htm).
There are two nice things about preaching based on corporate values. If you start with quoting
quantified statistics, especially with case studies based on similar customers, you run the very
real risk of having your statistics thrown back at you when the company you’re working for
doesn’t achieve these same results as all of those other companies. That can lead to a
credibility gap that won’t go away. In fact, that’s a great reason to revert back to what is known
to work, albeit it work poorly. The other nice thing about preaching values is that “Who can
argue with them?”
So, I would suggest that you start by engaging our more corporate management types with
arguments based on the corporate goods achieved by a culture of learning, taking time to
explore and experiment, and having a tolerance for error to allow the corporation to find an
ultimate better, and of course a more profitable state.
The nice part of attacking the problem this way is that you can take metrics at the start of the
engagement, and take readings periodically to see how things are progressing, making changes
warranted by the results observed. Using metrics as part of a feedback loop not only makes
good business sense, it is at the core of the Agile adaptive process!
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Many business people are less than interested in learning the entire Agile process and engaging
in that domain. They want to distance themselves, and concentrate on what the business is
doing to make money, rather than how the business goes about developing software to that
end. However, as we all know, we can not expect an Agile transformation to be successful if the
key business people exempt themselves and their process from the rest of the Agile process.
Luckily, all of the Agile principles can be expressed as Lean principles, popularized by Mary
Poppendieck in her 2003 book “Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit”. The really lucky
part about it is that Lean principles came from a much earlier concept, called “lean production”,
and popularized by Toyota as the “Toyota Production System.” This lean production model was
quite popular by 1990 with business people. So, luckily for us, if we can state our case for the
benefits of Agile in Lean terms, you can win the hearts and minds of the management quickly.
As a brief refresher to those of you who are not familiar with Lean thinking, there are 4 basic
Lean principles that are relevant to software development.
•
•
•
•

Add nothing but value (eliminate waste)
Center on the people who add value
Flow value from demand (delay commitment)
Optimize Across Organizations

Taiichi Ohno, the man behind the Toyota Production System, identified seven types of
manufacture waste:
• Overproduction

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory
Extra Processing Steps
Motion
Defects
Waiting
Transportation

When we then explain that
• Overproduction waste is the same as building extra features. In particular, features
that may not be needed because we are not following YAGNI, and may require
expensive rework once the real requirements become apparent.
• Inventory waste translates into requirements. And how the cost of maintaining
requirements rises geometrically with the number that we keep around in an ordered
queue. So, we only want to keep details for stories that we are currently working on
or will soon be working on.
• Extra Processing Steps translates into additional process time and waste between
developer and SME. We can reduce this waste by getting rid of high ceremony
meetings and documents and rely on the more informal and lightweight Agile
collaborations.
• Motion waste translates into the waste associated with finding information. And this
is why Agile wants teams to be collocated for best performance.
• Defect waste comes from defects that require manual QA testing to find. Just as in
manufacture, the best way to fix defects is to build defect free. The only way to write
defect free code is to be obsessive with automated testing. Late testing allows the
defect to be present before it is fixed. So, we bring testing forward to avoid the waste
associated with testing after the fact.
• Waiting waste is somewhat complicated. Queuing and batching is at the heart of this,
and the bottom line is that if we deliver in small increments so verification of
functionality can be done more quickly, we can then allow any correction to match
new requirements to be a much smaller problem than if we wait to satisfy new
requirements until after large scale functionality testing.
• Transportation waste translates into handoffs. These are the handoffs that occur
throughout the traditional software development process. BAs write requirements
for review and comment, which get read and digested into specifications by analysts,
which get detailed into code skeletons for review by developer peers, which get
written into code by developers, which gets run by QA folks, and so on. We want to
work from feature identification to implementation and verification in as smooth and
friction free an environment as possible to avoid the waste from the handoffs. Best
way to do that? Eliminate the handoffs. Stop trying to document and defend ever
decision along the way. Concentrate instead on the product, not the audit trail and
QC stamps.

It’s surprising how well most business people respond when Agile is explained in this way. I’ve
seen their faces light up when they realize how related JIT manufacture is to JIT software
development. I see a sort of “Wow - I just invented something!” look on their faces when they
have that epiphany. And maybe you even have a new best friend who isn’t fighting you every
step of the way. And that’s good, because organizations follow their leaders!
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At the center of any Agile Transformation is the difficult change that needs to occur to move an
organization from a strict command-and-control model coupled to an exacting predictive
process to a more people-centric model, utilizing adaptive and minimal methods, but achieving
better results by maximizing collaboration.
Transparency is a major dynamic associated with Agile development. At the roots of the
people-centric model advocated by Agile development is a philosophy of collaborative, nonpunitive accountability that can be defined as transparency.
For transparency to work, the core value that an organization needs is trust. Trust that we’ve
hired the best people to get the jobs done. Trust that we’re all in this together, and will all
mutually benefit from our working together. Trust that we’re safe to stretch to reach for the
golden ring, and that should someone fail, that the failure will be used to learn from, and not as
justification for punitive actions.
What’s odd about this trust and honesty issue is that for whatever reasons, some organizations,
tend to be overly secretive and suspicious. With the exception of national defense secrets, my
experience is that most security is too overbearing for the obvious stuff and too lax for the truly
important stuff. And in those sorts of organizations, it’s almost as if there is a conspiracy to
make the secrets bigger than life, and that this conspiracy is controlled from the top.
And what’s really so odd to me is how one of America’s best known and most admired CEOs,
Jack Welch, said that

…leaders establish trust with candor, transparency and credit. When leaders do not do
this, they foster an environment of suspicion. No one really knows what is happening.
As a result, the network of people within the organization begin to work at cross
purposes from one another. It is important that critical candor be constructive. That it is
not just to put someone in their place, but provide them a way to move to a different
place. When you have that kind of communication stream going on, the sharing of
credit becomes much more motivational. Honesty begets motivation to improve and
perform at your best. The leader though must model this genuinely for it to be effective.
I duuno. But more senior managers listen to words like those than will listen to the words from
the chorus from John Lennon’s first release from the Plastic Ono Band, where he said “Give
Peace a Chance.”
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A little more background into cargo culting, and why I like to speak about it so much. I will trace
the use of the term here from many sources, not the least from Steve McConnell, where, in the
March/April 2000 edition of IEEE Software, he quotes none other than Richard Feynman who
spoke of “Cargo Cult Science” during Caltech’s 1974 commencement address:
In the South Seas there is a cargo cult of people. During the war they saw airplanes with
lots of good materials, and they want the same thing to happen now. So they've
arranged to make things like runways, to put fires along the sides of the runways, to
make a wooden hut for a man to sit in, with two wooden pieces on his head for
headphones and bars of bamboo sticking out like antennas - he's the controller - and
they wait for the airplanes to land. They're doing everything right. The form is perfect.
It looks exactly the way it looked before. But it doesn't work. No airplanes land. So I call
these things cargo cult science, because they follow all the apparent precepts and forms
of scientific investigation, but they're missing something essential, because the planes
don't land.
I know that many of the clients we see that are trying to go through an Agile adoption find it
painful to make the transition. Many of them ask for detailed checklists and formulas that allow
them to follow a hymnal and be Agile. As coaches, we want to help, and sometimes we give in.
But be careful. Very careful.
Now, if you’re sensitive, you may want to wait this slide out and return for the next one.
Because I can’t pull any punches here. This will be graphic.

There’s a terrible and awful thing that Agile requires from it’s teams. It asks, no, it requires
them to think and be truthful. There. I said it. I feel better already.
When organizations want crib sheets, they are saying “We can’t or don’t want to think. Tell us
what to do and we’ll do it!”
Sure. There will be underlying issues here. Such as a culture of fear. A culture that says, “Fail
only at your peril.” A culture that says “Never make decisions yourself. Only do work at
meetings, and always gain a unanimous consensus before making any decision.” (whatever that
means). Organizations like this absolutely thrive on process. The more process the better.
Because, all one has to do is follow the form, and you are protected. You will be safe. If things
don’t work, well, hey - It wasn’t your fault, now, was it? You followed all the rules and did your
job. Hope that makes you feel better when the software development function is outsourced or
the company fails completely.
Merely getting behaviors from a team accomplishes little, because they are not engaged in the
process, and are merely performing all of the actions that one process or another has laid out.
That’s the antithesis of an adaptive Agile process. Can’t work.
There will be no planes and no gains.
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This is way up there in the egregious acts that an organization can do when trying to become
Agile, because it puts a fresh coat of paint on the latrine. Sorry to say it, but it still stinks!
Scrummerfalls occur in several different ways. They’re all so wonderful. It’s just hard for me to
pick my favorite!
• The waterfall process hiding inside Agile terminology. That’s the “one iteration of
inception, two iterations of elaboration, 4 iterations of development, and 2 iterations
of release” scenario. What’s even more exciting is that it’s usually not until the last
development iteration or the first deployment iteration that we get to see any
functionality end-to-end. And that’s where the fun starts! Whoo hoo!
• The component based development model. We build wedding cakes based on
“battleship hardened” BDUF architecture, starting with the lowest layers in the cake
and building up. Again, we don’t see much results until the end. And I love the way
that the wedding cake starts to look at that point. We have finally realized that we’ve
over-engineered the pieces of architecture that we concentrated on (most of which is
irrelevant to the solution that the company really needs) and didn’t bother with the
pieces of architecture that are really needed. But we’re so short on time that we
decide to hack a solution into place to stay even close to schedule.
• The generalized team of specialists that is morphed into a bunch of people who
happen to all report to the same project manager and all happen to be working on
the same project. Each of these resources has an assembly line mentality of what
they do (“I’m the torquer of left axle nuts specialist – I mean the DBA resource for this

project. Don’t expect me to do development, testing, or anything else. Anyway, this
meeting is over in 20 minutes and I have other meetings to get on.”) Actually, when
you here the acronym FTE or the word resource, be afraid of getting sucked into the
waterfall. Be very afraid.
• The “you don’t understand how things work here. How difficult our problems are.
How smart our developers are. Our team is made out of different DNA than the rest
of the world, and we need a process that we can make best use of our talent pool!”
Probably. Waterfalls usually end up spilling into a pool. Don’t get sucked in!
• We want to use Agile for our development, but we’ll use waterfall for testing, user
acceptance, deployment, bug remediation, and for working with our teams that are
off shored or belong in other parts of our joint development agreement. So, we’re
saying that testing, user acceptance, deployment, fixing bugs, and working with the
whole team is not part of development? I’m not even sure how to find an analogy to
real life in this one. It’s just too weird. Unless what you really mean is that the Daily
Scrum is a great way to have frequent project plan updates! “So, if I was 81% done
yesterday, and I have 4 more days to complete on schedule, that must mean that I’m
86.9% done today.”
When you start seeing these warning signs, or others that show that you’re about to sink into
the lie of calling a waterfall something with Agile terminology, you are going to need to set the
direction straight from the beginning. While it’s true that we can’t expect perfection from day
one, we can expect that as we see the evils of Scrummerfall arise, we need to call them out and
fix the problems before they become the standard operating procedures once again. It’s
probably not going to get better once you leave. And it ain’t gonna fix itself!
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Let’s talk about a problem that happens so often in organizations starting out that drives
coaches to states of depression and self doubt. The issue is really simple. We tell people about
the 4 roles on an Agile team. And immediately everyone wants to be the Scrum Master, because
of the cool sounding title and the cute hat. But I don’t want to talk about that yet. I want to
talk about the very next cool role on the team – the Product Owner.
Now, we all know that the Product Owner is supposed is the pig with the single wringable neck.
The guy who is the business person and can make instant decisions for saying what, why, and
when. People like that power. They like the implied swagger that a Product Owner must
exhibit.
In the past, these business people would have some sort of assistant write up a huge
requirements document, socialize it with anyone who could possibly think of some other
unfulfilled desire, which the business person would then sign and throw over the wall to
development with explicit instructions: “Let me know as soon as this is all done. In exactly six
months. Until then, bye!”
Ah, the bad old days. Six months would come, and six months would go. Maybe something got
delivered. Maybe some of it was even on target. More likely, there was a lot of shouting with
the occasional sighting of a head rolling around.
But now, we’re going Agile. That won’t happen any more. Except for one tiny detail. The
Product Owner is too busy doing other things, like head rolling, or whatever else they do, to
actually be a pig with the team, sit with them, and patiently explain each and every nuance of

what they need. Instead, they anoint someone. What do they call them, a lackey? No, no, no.
They are called a Product Owner proxy.
The word proxy, whether we are talking about shareholder voting in corporate affairs or in a
software design pattern, implies that a true delegation takes place, so that the delegated
authority can be used without any additional authorization from the person delegating to the
proxy. But Product Owner proxies rarely have that true delegated authority as part of their job
description. In the worst cases, Product Owner Proxies act merely as liaisons. They merely
shuttle messages back and forth to the Product Owner. The most usual case is that the Product
Owner Proxy is some sort of a subject matter expert, although expert may be a relative term,
because I sometimes see developers who have a long history with a product knowing more than
the Product Owner Proxy. And neither may truly understand what the real Product Owner
wants. But more importantly, Product Owner Proxies are almost never delegated the authority
to make decisions that are anything more than the most obvious of decisions. Every “decision”
is subject to “running this by the boss.”
There’s a sort of evil twin brother to the Proxy Product Owner. Some projects are started with a
“committee of product owners.” I guess the reason for that is that companies want to delay
decisions for as long as they can bear to (way past the last responsible moment), make poor
committee consensus based decisions, so no one has to understand the issues and act, and give
an out to any possible redress later on – you simply point to the committee member to your
right and say “that was his suggestion!”
None of this makes any sense! Whatever happened to “the single wringable neck” as a way to
decide who a Product Owner was? Without a strong Product Owner, who has the time and
interest in making the project succeed, you are pretty much guaranteeing that your project will
fail. At a minimum, we need someone who we can ask product questions and details of on a
real-time basis. At a minimum, we need someone who will take the time to really look at
development work product snapshots and let us know if we’re headed in the right direction. At
a minimum, we need someone who is as much of a pig as the rest of the delivery team. We
can’t accept very much less.
In fact, the whole notion of even having the name Proxy Product Owner is sort of like using an
air freshener to mask the putrid odor of a body rotting under the floor boards. It’s a way of
trying to put a nice face, and a nice name, on a real problem. Treating the real issue cures the
problem. Otherwise, you are forced to find the best quick fix available and put up with lousy
results.
OK. I’m sick to death of talking about bad Product Owners. How about bad Scrum Masters?
I already alluded to the fact that many people are drawn to the Scrum Master role because of
the cool title and the cute hat. But there’s a basic pattern of abuse that beguiles so many
organizations when they approach the Scrum Master role. They think it’s easy. As in “Marty,
our star project manager, the guy that can manage 5 project plans at once, will be perfect as a

Scrum Master for the 5 same teams as they go Agile!” Problem is that Marty never changes his
behaviors one scintilla. His Scrums have a very distinct status meeting smell because, well,
because that really are status meetings! Marty has no time to facilitate anything other than by
assigning tasks for people to complete, and then snarling at them when their tasks are not done
on time.
Somehow, organizations don’t understand the importance of the Scrum Master role. They don’t
appreciate the fact that the Scrum Master is the person in charge of making Agile work for the
team, and is the servant leader shepherd of the project team. They don’t understand that being
a good Scrum Master is a full time position. My personal observation is that there is a direct
correlation with how successful an Agile adoption is going with how much an organization
appreciates the importance of a Scrum Master. Organizations that “matrix” a Scrum Master just
don’t get it, and the Agile adoption results show it.
Another way that organizations have historically worked in the past is to take their most capable
technical people (usually former developers, who have become architects, who are now really
project managers, etc – as the technical acumen fades, the titles get more impressive) and give
them the Scrum Master hats. The problem is that these “techies” are used to treating the
delivery team as their personal chattel, and are used to telling them what to do, rather than
coaching them into a good solution through self organization and self governance. These
“delivery team members being Scrum Masters, too” isn’t a great combination.
But worse are the Product Owners who are sometimes enlisted as player coaches acting as
Scrum Masters. Now we have teams led by Scrum Masters who have an agenda. They are
probably only Proxy Product Owners as well, so they are subject to the changing winds of the
real Product Owners, as well as loving the idea that they get to control things like “I see enough
business value after this single iteration to have a release!” But, they turn a blind eye to pleas
that releases take time and effort. So, “I’m thinking that we’ll have a release next week, too!”
In this country, we keep government operating efficiently (to be fair, that’s an entirely relative
term), by making sure that government is in a continual balance of power, by having checks and
balances between the executive, legislative, and judiciary. We need the same mindset when we
think of how to govern an Agile team. We need to get the roles right, and stick with role
discipline to have success.
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Too often, we find out that the project we choose for the initial Agile transformation project is
just not a good one to start from. Many times, a company will decide that the time to go Agile
is when things are looking pretty bleak for the company and how software gets developed. But
if we start with a project that is too critical and make affect continued business vitality, and have
unreasonable expectations for what will be achieved and when, the process is likely to start to
revert to form under the stress of the situation.
So, finding a good project to start with is important.
While I can’t define what a good project to start from is, I sort of know what a bad one looks
like. But there isn’t a definition for a bad project to start from, either.
So, the answer is a little like the answer that Justice Potter Stewart gave in the Supreme Court
case if Jacobellis v. Ohio in 1964. Justice Stewart was trying to give an answer to the question of
how to identify objectionable speech undeserving of First Amendment protection, in this case,
pornography . He said that he couldn’t really say what the threshold was, but only that “I know
it when I see it.” I don’t know what a bad project to start with is, but “I know it when I see it.”
Anyhow, here are some telltale signs of impending doom when picking your first project for an
Agile adoption:
• Projects are already late, and now we want to apply Agile to them to get them back
on track. That makes as much sense as being in a car race, with 10 laps to go, and
when you’re 2 laps behind the leader thinking that “we should take a pit stop and
redesign the engine and transmission so we can catch up.”

• Projects that are so critical that should they fail, there will be gravely serious business
implications. That’s like thinking “I’m not doing as well on my retirement returns as
I’d like. I have a year until retirement, so I’m going to liquidate all my resources and
purchase 12 month futures in pork bellies on a margin account with a leverage ratio
of 10:1.” Yes, if you win, you win big. But the reverse is true, too. And if you lose,
you have done irreparable harm, and your company doesn’t get to try again.
• Projects that have fixed deliverables on a fixed timeline, with a fixed amount of
resources. If the Iron Triangle is already set in stone, what makes you think that
applying Agile as a condiment will make that Iron Triangle go down any easier?
• Projects that have already picked a process tool and have all of the roles prefilled,
even before any training. Especially when a dozen Agile teams have already been
identified, the fight for Scrum of Scrums Master has been finished, and the
documentation for the new Agile process has been submitted to the PTO. Sounds like
your project already has it’s process set. Sounds like they just want to add the title
Agile in big red letters on every process document. Save everyone a bunch of money
and have Kinkos print a bunch of self stick labels you you that look very official and
way cool.
You don’t want to have to set the expectations for an initial Agile project too low to start with.
There will probably be problems enough with getting Agile to work in your organization. At the
end of the initial project, when it’s time to take stock and do a retrospective on the initial
project, you don’t want to have to qualify everything with an “yes, but if conditions were better,
we could have done better.” People will have the same sort of feeling about Agile – they’ll be
thinking ”yeah, if it was a better process, then maybe we’d use it.” And soon enough, it will be
back to business as usual, once you get your things packed.
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I can’t tell you why some organizations have trouble with a very simple distinction. But they do.
That is the distinction between training and coaching.
Training a team in Agile involves getting everyone together, teaching them Agile basics: the
background, the rationale, the mindset, and some of the basic mechanics of doing a project in
an Agile fashion.
Coaching a team in Agile is different. Here, you are looking to adapt and apply the Agile process
to a team. Understanding their unique corporate customs and culture. Designing a process,
adaptively, that works for them. Remember, as I discussed before, Agile is more of a metaprocess than a ready to go process. A recipe (where the ingredients can be varied to your
taste), not a prescription (where varying the ingredients may kill the patient).
The trouble is that some organizations want to skip all that training gobbledygook and just go
straight into the coaching end of things. That’s always a bad idea. It’s as bad as saying “My 16
year old daughter wants to learn how to drive. I’ll buy her a new Tesla Roadster (it’s both cool
and green) and teach her from the passenger seat.” Would you expect it to end well? Do you
think it might be expensive, buying several Teslas to replace the ones that get wrapped around
telephone poles? Do you think that just maybe your daughter might decide that driving isn’t
such a great thing, and she just goes back into the “Daddy, could you drive me there mode?”
That’s why driving schools were invented! Not to mention how much easier that all is on your
voice and white knuckles…
Another way that companies think that they can save money is by not wasting time with those
silly training examples. “Use stories from our project instead of your training examples.” Yeah,

that works great. Now, instead of taking weeks and months adapting to an Agile process, we
have maybe three days to teach and adapt the process to work for your company. I’m sure that
will end well.
And, in my humble opinion, we do a similar thing when we pick a Scrum Master, send her to get
her CSM, and expect that after a day’s worth of training, she will turn the organization around
quickly. Folks, it’s not going to happen!
The proper way to transition an organization to become Agile and to stay Agile is to get the
expectations right from the start. I spoke about starting with the right project a little while ago.
And you must remember that it’s a process that takes time, not a box labeled “Agility” that just
needs to be opened.
Make sure that you spend time training the entire organization. Not just the Scrum Master. But
the Delivery Team, the Product Owner, involved chickens, the management team, and anyone
else who can help turn the organization around. You should have more detailed training for the
various roles, such as special sessions for Scrum Masters and Product Owners, but make sure
that everyone has at least the same foundations.
Then let the coaching begin! We could easily spend a half day just talking about coaching styles
and how to be good at it. But we don’t have time. But if you remember that a coach helps and
advises, but really don’t play, you’ll be on the right track. As a coach, you must be capable of
doing anything that you coach, and do it well. But you can’t. You have to use all of your people
skills to motivate others, give them the skills that they are missing, and get them to see how
much better things can be.
When I was in Law School, I found that to do well on the one test that you got for a course, I had
to involve all my senses. I would diligently read all the material. I would put notes on to cards.
I would read the cards out loud, listening to the words. Use my wife to ask me questions from
the cards. Rub my hands over the deck, covering up facts and making sure I could guess what
was under my hand. I would take my cards with me to meals and let my sense memories form.
And, If I must say so myself, it worked!
We need to do something similar. We need to teach, in a classroom setting, where people are
engaged, can ask questions, can interact with the instructor and other students, can share
meals and talk to one another. But that’s not enough. We now need to do the “on the job
learning”, where a completely different of stimuli present themselves, and the student learns
how to become a practitioner.
If we fail to teach before coaching, the team will never know what the rules are before they
have to break them in their adaptation. They will always be in the difficult place of trying to
reinvent Agile and they will probably get frustrated and give up.

If we fail to coach after we teach, the team will never be able to apply their knowledge to their
problems at hand. They will try to only accept a fairytale textbook version of the process, and
be frustrated that the real world doesn’t look like the Magic Kingdom. After frustration, they
will fall back on their old process.
For so many teams and their management, when faced with problems in an Agile adaptation,
even though they recognize that there were issues with their old process that brought Agile in
to fix, they fail back into the default position of “Better the devil that you know than the devil
that you don’t.”
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Yes. As you can see, we are now looking at the end.
Hopefully, you found some insights into things that you’ve already run into. Maybe, there’s
some small amount of idea gestation going on.
I’ll say one final thing about what I do day to day in Agile training and coaching. I’ve had lots of
jobs in the software development field since I began my career. But nothing has been quite as
satisfying as this training and coaching work. Training and coaching actually puts me in the line
of fire. It allows me to think on my feet, and find unique solutions to problems that are
otherwise enigmatic. It allows me to be creative, and challenge people to do the same.
And it allows me to thank you for listening to me for all this time.
Thank you!

